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The Pilot is a based loosely on a modern 20 m pilot vessel. Boats of this kind are encountered along the Baltic and North 
Sea coasts, and are very fast - around 25 - 30 kn - and manoeuvrable. Their task is to transport pilots safely to the great 
ocean giants, regardless of the weather. The area aft of the control stand provides space for several pilots, so that a single 
trip can carry all of them to their workplaces. Most of the typical characteristics and handling of these vessels have been 
incorporated in our model, which is equally fast and agile, since it is based on a modern planing hull. The boat is powered 
by two electric motors, and steered by means of a dual-rudder system.

The boat features a fully-fitted wheelhouse, while the etched parts for the instrument panel allow many of the instruments 
to be illuminated. 3 mm LEDs can be fitted to all the model's lamps. The two bow searchlights are very powerful, and 
combine with the vessel's black rubbing strake to provide a distinctive appearance. The main searchlight is assembled from 
etched parts and is fully articulated. The reflector and the LEDs are carefully matched to each other, giving a tremendously 
powerful, concentrated beam of light. Additional working systems can also be added to the model at the builder's discretion, 
as the hull provides ample space for additional auxiliary functions such as bow thruster, lighting system or sound generator. 
You will find a brief overview of marine lighting systems at the end of these instructions, together with information on simple 
methods of lighting the model.

Specification
Scale 1 : 25
Length 715 mm
Beam 200 mm
Weight 2400 - 3000 g

Introduction:
The model should be assembled following the sequence of the part numbers, as described in these instructions.
You will find part numbers on the laser-cut components. It may be necessary to use a thin modelling knife to release the 
laser-cut parts: cut through the small lugs which hold them in their sheets. Check that all components fit accurately before 
reaching for the glue, and carry out any minor trimming required. Allow all glued joints to dry out fully before starting the 
next stage of construction. We recommend UHU plast spezial or Ruderer adhesive for joints involving the hull; both set 
quickly.

Recommended power system (not included in the set)
Motor 2 x Race 400 / 7.2 V Order No. 7000/40
 with six sub-C cells or 2S LiPo
Propeller 3-blade, 30 mm Ø, M4 Order No. 7166/01, 7166/02
Speed controller 1 x Multi 40 Truck Plus Order No. 7019/73 or
Speed controller 2 x Multi 25 Order No. 7019/71
Servo Standard size

Materials and tools required (not included in the set)
Adhesives:
ABS - ABS UHU plast spezial 7632/06 or
ABS - ABS Ruderer L530 7646/42
ABS - metal Cyano-acrylate, medium 7646/52
ABS - metal Stabilit express 7646/01
ABS - glazing Canopy glue or solvent-free adhesive
ABS - etched parts Canopy glue or solvent-free adhesive
Modelling knife Balsa knife 8188/00
Abrasive paper 100 - 150 grit
Soldering iron min. 60 W

Building instructions

Hull

Fit the keel 9 into frames 1 - 8 and glue the joints.
Insert the chine stringers 10 in the sides of the frames and glue them in place. Twist the deck stringers 11 into the 
frame notches from above, starting with frame 8 at the bow (front); you will need to exert slight pressure.
Glue the lower stern former 12 to frame 1 between the chine stringers 10, then glue the upper stern former 13 to frame 
1 between the deck stringers 11.

Bevel the front inside edge of the two hull sides 14 at an angle of about 30°. Join the panels using adhesive tape and 
insert them in the frame lugs as shown.
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A certain amount of sanding at an angle is required on the laser-cut parts and some sub-assemblies, since the laser 
can only cut at an angle of 90°. Please use a fine file or a sanding block with abrasive paper glued to it for this 
purpose.

Important:
Before you remove the components from the ABS sheets we recommend that you sand away the excess material 
along the cut lines on the back; this makes it easier to remove the parts. A useful sanding block consists of a flat piece 
of wood of an easily handled size, with 120-grit abrasive paper stuck to it. Sand in a circular pattern in order to avoid 
scratches. Any adhesive tape residues can easily be removed with lighter fluid on a piece of paper towel. If you need 
to smooth out Stabilit express or remove it while still soft, use methylated spirit ('meths') on a cloth.
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Glue the hull sides to the frames and stringers on the 
inside.

Important! the hull sides must make contact with the 
keel at the bow, and engage in the notches in the frame 
lugs. Leave them in this position while the glue hardens. 
The lateral edges of the hull bottom panels 15 must be 
bevelled towards the inside of the hull to ensure neat 
joints with the hull sides. This is accomplished by laying 
the panels on the edge of a table and sanding the bevel 
using a sanding block. Check the angle by offering up 
the panel to the hull framework.

Lay one bottom panel on the hull, position it accurately, 
then press the tip of the bow against the framework. Allow 
the rear part to rise as shown, then glue the tip of the bow in 
this position. Glue one bottom panel at the tip only using 
cyano, then position the second panel and fix it in the same 
way.

Check that the two bottom panels meet snugly, without any 
gaps. Allow the glue to set hard, then curve both panels 
down onto the hull framework simultaneously.

Tape both bottom panels together along the centreline, 
taking care to avoid gaps. Now turn the boat over and 
apply glue along the joint between the two bottom panels 
and the keel 9. Invert the boat again, and lay weights on 
the keel until the glue has set hard.

The bottom panels can now be tacked along the chine line 
using a little cyano. When they are fixed, turn the boat over 
and apply Stabilit or Ruderer adhesive to the inside of the 
joints. Leave the adhesive to cure for at least six hours, 
then apply more along the glued joints from the inside.

You may find minor gaps or spaces between the frames 
and the side and bottom panels, i.e. the outer skin may not 
make full contact with the frames. Small amounts of Stabilit 
can be applied to fill these voids.
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Do not press the bottom panels against the frames, as 
this would produce irregularities in the hull skin. Glue 
the bottom panels to the frames where they touch, but 
without exerting pressure. Sand the hull sides lightly at 
the stern to follow the bevel of the transom, using a 
sanding block or a file.

Glue the transom 17 to the lower stern former 12. Note 
that the transom 17 should project beyond the stern 
former 12 by about 1 mm; this produces a locating step 
for the lower transom 16. Tape the transom 17 to the 
hull sides and leave the glue to set hard.

Important: after removing the strips of tape be sure to 
remove any adhesive residues with meths. Glue the 
lower transom 16 in place, securing it with adhesive 
tape in the same way. Apply Stabilit to the outside of the 
joint between the bottom panel and the chine stringers.

Round off the fillet of glue using a small spatula or 
coffee stick. Sand the surfaces smooth when the 
adhesive has cured.

TIP:
To avoid soiling the hull surfaces with excess glue, 
apply masking tape to the panels adjacent to the joint 
area. Remove the tape again as soon as the glue 
begins to harden. Fresh adhesive can be wiped off 
using meths.

At this stage the boatstand should be assembled. Insert 
the stiffening rails 25 behind the stand sides 24 and into 
the front support (22) and rear support (23). Push the 
four retaining tongues 26 into the slots in the stand 
sides. Glue all the joints, apply sanding sealer, then 
paint the stand.
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The hull can now be lifted from the jig, and the 
support lugs on the frames removed: you can either 
snip off the lugs using side-cutters, or carefully break 
them off. Sand the cut or broken edges smooth. 
Attach the shaft couplings 20 to the shafts 18, then 
screw the motors 21 to frame 5. Slip the shafts 
through the slots in the hull bottom 15, and connect 
them to the couplings. Slide the shaft supports 19 
into the slots in the bottom panels as far as frame 2, 
and glue them to the shafts and the bottom panels. 
Press the shafts against the shaft supports by 
wrapping a rubber band round the whole boat.

The shafts can now be glued to the hull bottom, the 
shaft supports and frames 3 and 4. Glue the 
reinforcements 5.1 between the motor bulkhead and 
the bottom panels to form braces. Check carefully 
that the power system is aligned correctly. If you 
intend to use a 40 MHz radio control system, 
suppressors must be soldered to the motors, but this 
is not necessary with a 2.4 GHz system. Glue the 
deck girders 27 and 28 in the notches in the hull 
frames. Slide the battery plate 30 into frames 2 - 4, 
and glue it to the frames with non-permanent 
adhesive (to allow for possible repairs below the 
battery plate). Rotate the servo plate 31 to fit 
between the frames, insert it in the notches in frames 
1 - 3, then glue it in place.

Thread the rudder bushes 32 through the servo plate 
31 and the hull bottom; they should project on the 
underside by about 1 mm. Create a neat fillet of 
Stabilit between the bushes and the underside of the 
hull. Apply glue all round the rudder bushes where 
they meet the hull bottom and the servo plate inside 
the hull.
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Insert the rudders 33 from the underside. Fit 1 cm lengths of silicone tubing 36 on the rudder shafts from the top, and 
push them down until they rest on the rudder bushes. Open up the outer hole in the single-armed tiller 34 to 2.0 mm 
diameter. Insert the low-profile pushrod connector 37, and secure it with the M2 nut on the underside. Apply a drop of 
thread-lock fluid, nail varnish or contact cement to the nut to prevent it working loose. Check that the swivel connector 
still rotates smoothly. Fit the tiller 34 on the rudder shaft and tighten the retaining screw; turn the rudder until the 
grubscrew is easy to access. Connect the two pushrods 39 to the tiller crank 35. Push the retaining clip 40 onto the 
wire pushrod and over the tiller as shown. Fit the tiller on the second rudder shaft, align it carefully, and tighten the 
retaining screw. Cut the link pushrod 39 to length, and fit it through part 37. Set both rudders parallel, and tighten the 
clamping screw in the pushrod connector. Place the servo in the opening in the servo plate and fit the retaining 
screws. Mount the high-profile pushrod connector 38 on the servo output arm. Bend the wire pushrod 39 to suit your 
servo, fit it through part 38 and tighten the retaining screw. Now cover the servo and rudder system with plastic film to 
protect these parts from glue and paint during the remainder of construction.

Install a cable tube (or the cable itself) for the two searchlights before gluing the deck to the hull. Apply glue to the top 
of the frames and the deck girders. Lay the deck 41 in place, align it 
with the visible deck girders, and tape the edges to the hull. Turn the 
boat over and allow the glue to set hard while it is resting on the 
deck. Check that the projecting material is the same width all 
round.

Allow the glue to set hard, then peel the tape off the hull 
sides. Glue the rubbing strake 42 to the hull below the 
projecting deck edge, then press the adhesive tape onto 
the hull sides again.

Glue the lateral coaming 43 to the deck girders and 
the deck, then glue part 44 between them. Glue part 
45 at the front, and glue parts 46 on either side of it. 
Important: check that the glued joints between the 
coaming and the deck are watertight.
Bollard supports: first assemble the two bollard 
supports from parts 47 - 50; note that they form a 
mirror-image pair. The illustration shows the right-hand 
assembly.

Lamp support: glue the back panel 53 to the shelf 54, 
fit the side panels 52 onto the lugs, and glue the parts 
together. Glue the reflectors 56 in the bezel 55. Peel 
off the protective film from one side of the searchlight 
lenses 59 and glue this face onto the reflectors in the 
bezel 55.

Glue the bezel in the lamp support. Push part 58 into 
place from above, and glue the step tread 60 (etched 
parts set) to it. The cover assembly should not be fixed 
permanently, as the LEDs still have to be soldered to 
the cables.
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Curve the bulwark sections 51 slightly towards the 
bow by pulling them over the edge of a table.
Fit both bulwark components in the slots in the deck. 
Carefully sand the front edge of both parts 51 where 
they meet, so that a watertight glued joint can be 
produced.

Slide the lamp support into position, and tape the 
bulwark in place. Clamp the bollard supports in 
position as shown, as they serve to locate the 
bulwark. Apply glue to the joints, then raise the boat 
at front and rear in turn to encourage the adhesive to 
run behind the tape and into the joint between the 
deck and the bulwark. Allow the glue to set hard, then 
remove the bollard supports, and run more adhesive 
into the inside corner. Remove the adhesive tape and 
glue the bollard supports in place. Remove the lamp 
support. It is eventually glued between the bulwarks, 
but only after the addition of the appropriate etched 
parts. The whole hull and deck can now be painted: 
the lower hull and bulwark should be black. Peel off 
the protective film from the searchlight lenses.

The lamp support can now be painted. Remove the 
step treads 61 from the etched parts, and glue them 
in the slots of parts 52.

Solder the LEDs to the cable in series, and insert 
them in the reflectors (see wiring diagram at the end 
of these instructions). Insert the upper tread 
assembly 58 / 60, and glue it in place with a non-
permanent adhesive (e.g. Fixogum). The whole lamp 
support assembly can now be glued to the deck 
between the bulwarks.

Cut the railing components 62 and 63 from 1.5 mm Ø 
nickel-silver wire as shown in the bending template in 
plate 2. Solder the parts together In the template. Use 
at least a 60 W soldering iron to allow the joints to be 
completed quickly, without heating up the template 
too much. Insert the railing in the holes in the bulwark 
and the deck, and glue the assembly in place.
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Etched parts The illustration shows the rear face 
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Cut the railing components 62 and 67 to length from 1.5 mm Ø 
nickel-silver wire, and bend them to the shape shown in the 
bending template in sheet 2. Solder the joints with the parts in 
the template. Paint the step sides 64 and 64.1, and glue three 
treads 65 and one platform 66 between them.

Insert the railings in the slots in the deck and glue them in 
place.
Glue the railing in the deck.

Assemble parts 68 - 70 to form the bollards. Paint them black, 
and glue them in the bollard supports on the bulwark and deck. 
If you wish, you can also fit cross-rails between the bollard 
posts as shown.

Glue together parts 71 - 77 to form the weather 
shield, fitting them together in the sequence of 
the part numbers.

Sand back the angled edges of parts 74 and 77 
at the front and side, so that they end flush with 
the adjacent panels.

Bend the handrail 78 to shape, and insert it in 
the holes in the weather shield

The handrail should be inserted in the slots in 
the deck after the model has been painted.
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Curve the bulwark sections 51 slightly towards the 
bow by pulling them over the edge of a table.
Fit both bulwark components in the slots in the deck. 
Carefully sand the front edge of both parts 51 where 
they meet, so that a watertight glued joint can be 
produced.

Slide the lamp support into position, and tape the 
bulwark in place. Clamp the bollard supports in 
position as shown, as they serve to locate the 
bulwark. Apply glue to the joints, then raise the boat 
at front and rear in turn to encourage the adhesive to 
run behind the tape and into the joint between the 
deck and the bulwark. Allow the glue to set hard, then 
remove the bollard supports, and run more adhesive 
into the inside corner. Remove the adhesive tape and 
glue the bollard supports in place. Remove the lamp 
support. It is eventually glued between the bulwarks, 
but only after the addition of the appropriate etched 
parts. The whole hull and deck can now be painted: 
the lower hull and bulwark should be black. Peel off 
the protective film from the searchlight lenses.

The lamp support can now be painted. Remove the 
step treads 61 from the etched parts, and glue them 
in the slots of parts 52.

Solder the LEDs to the cable in series, and insert 
them in the reflectors (see wiring diagram at the end 
of these instructions). Insert the upper tread 
assembly 58 / 60, and glue it in place with a non-
permanent adhesive (e.g. Fixogum). The whole lamp 
support assembly can now be glued to the deck 
between the bulwarks.

Cut the railing components 62 and 63 from 1.5 mm Ø 
nickel-silver wire as shown in the bending template in 
plate 2. Solder the parts together In the template. Use 
at least a 60 W soldering iron to allow the joints to be 
completed quickly, without heating up the template 
too much. Insert the railing in the holes in the bulwark 
and the deck, and glue the assembly in place.
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Cut the railing components 62 and 67 to length from 1.5 mm Ø 
nickel-silver wire, and bend them to the shape shown in the 
bending template in sheet 2. Solder the joints with the parts in 
the template. Paint the step sides 64 and 64.1, and glue three 
treads 65 and one platform 66 between them.

Insert the railings in the slots in the deck and glue them in 
place.
Glue the railing in the deck.

Assemble parts 68 - 70 to form the bollards. Paint them black, 
and glue them in the bollard supports on the bulwark and deck. 
If you wish, you can also fit cross-rails between the bollard 
posts as shown.

Glue together parts 71 - 77 to form the weather 
shield, fitting them together in the sequence of 
the part numbers.

Sand back the angled edges of parts 74 and 77 
at the front and side, so that they end flush with 
the adjacent panels.

Bend the handrail 78 to shape, and insert it in 
the holes in the weather shield

The handrail should be inserted in the slots in 
the deck after the model has been painted.
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Glue together parts 79 to 81 to form the instrument 
panel. Apply the instrument decal 83 to the panel.

Stick the etched bezel 82 to the decal sheet using 
contact adhesive. Apply low-tack masking film to part 
82, keeping accurately to the edges, to protect it from 
subsequent painting.

3 mm LEDs can be inserted in the underside of the 
fairing 81 to illuminate the instruments.

Fix the retaining lugs 85 to the deckhouse frame 86 
using the screws 87, then glue the lugs to the floor 
panels 84. Allow the glue to set hard before removing 
the floor panels; they are removable separately, 
together with the seats. The holes in the corners of the 
deckhouse frame 86 are to accommodate cables.

Fit the deckhouse partition 88 through the 
deckhouse frame 86. Glue the reinforcements 93 to 
the underside on both sides. Glue all the glazing 
panels in the side panels and roof, but without 
removing the protective film; the film is only peeled 
off after painting. Glue the rear wall 89 to the 
deckhouse.

Fit the side walls 90 on the tongues of parts 86, 88 
and 89, and glue the parts together. Slide the 
instrument panel into the slots between the side 
walls, then glue the joints. When the adhesive has 
set hard, glue the front centre and side panels 91 
and 92 to the structure.
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112 

Bend the front windows 94 and 95 to the rear 
along the engraved lines, and glue them in the 
slots in the instrument panel 79. Bend the centre 
and side cover panels 96 and 97 along the 
engraved lines, and glue them to the front 
panels 91 and 92, the side walls 90 and the front 
windows. Sand off the excess material from 
parts 96 and 97. Glue the roof frame 98 in place, 
then slide the roof 99 into the slots in the 
partition 88. Press the roof onto the lugs of the 
side walls and rear wall, and glue the parts 
together. Apply tape over the curved part of the 
roof until the glue has set hard.

Glue the upper side windows 100 to the centre 
wall 88 and the roof former 98.

Glue the side panels 101 to the deckhouse, then 
glue the sides of the roof to part 102 on the roof 
former and the centre wall. Curve the roof 103 
and glue it on top. Bend the upper windows 
along the engraved lines before gluing them in 
place, followed by the hatch cover 109. 
Assemble the lamp brackets from parts 106 - 
108 as a mirror-image pair, and glue them over 
the cable holes.

Glue the doors 110 and 115 to the door jamb of 
the partition and the rear wall.
Paint the deckhouse inside and out, then peel 
off the protective film from the glazing panels 
and the instrument panel.

Bend the two hinge bands 112 to shape as 
shown, place the hinges 111 between them, and 
slip the hinge pin 113 through both hinges.

Fit the hinges 111 in the slots of the rear wall 89. 
Glue the hinge bands 112 to the doors, and the 
hinges to the rear wall. Glue the escutcheon 114 
to the door, then bend the handle 116 to shape 
and insert it in the hole.
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Glue together parts 79 to 81 to form the instrument 
panel. Apply the instrument decal 83 to the panel.

Stick the etched bezel 82 to the decal sheet using 
contact adhesive. Apply low-tack masking film to part 
82, keeping accurately to the edges, to protect it from 
subsequent painting.

3 mm LEDs can be inserted in the underside of the 
fairing 81 to illuminate the instruments.

Fix the retaining lugs 85 to the deckhouse frame 86 
using the screws 87, then glue the lugs to the floor 
panels 84. Allow the glue to set hard before removing 
the floor panels; they are removable separately, 
together with the seats. The holes in the corners of the 
deckhouse frame 86 are to accommodate cables.

Fit the deckhouse partition 88 through the 
deckhouse frame 86. Glue the reinforcements 93 to 
the underside on both sides. Glue all the glazing 
panels in the side panels and roof, but without 
removing the protective film; the film is only peeled 
off after painting. Glue the rear wall 89 to the 
deckhouse.

Fit the side walls 90 on the tongues of parts 86, 88 
and 89, and glue the parts together. Slide the 
instrument panel into the slots between the side 
walls, then glue the joints. When the adhesive has 
set hard, glue the front centre and side panels 91 
and 92 to the structure.
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Bend the front windows 94 and 95 to the rear 
along the engraved lines, and glue them in the 
slots in the instrument panel 79. Bend the centre 
and side cover panels 96 and 97 along the 
engraved lines, and glue them to the front 
panels 91 and 92, the side walls 90 and the front 
windows. Sand off the excess material from 
parts 96 and 97. Glue the roof frame 98 in place, 
then slide the roof 99 into the slots in the 
partition 88. Press the roof onto the lugs of the 
side walls and rear wall, and glue the parts 
together. Apply tape over the curved part of the 
roof until the glue has set hard.

Glue the upper side windows 100 to the centre 
wall 88 and the roof former 98.

Glue the side panels 101 to the deckhouse, then 
glue the sides of the roof to part 102 on the roof 
former and the centre wall. Curve the roof 103 
and glue it on top. Bend the upper windows 
along the engraved lines before gluing them in 
place, followed by the hatch cover 109. 
Assemble the lamp brackets from parts 106 - 
108 as a mirror-image pair, and glue them over 
the cable holes.

Glue the doors 110 and 115 to the door jamb of 
the partition and the rear wall.
Paint the deckhouse inside and out, then peel 
off the protective film from the glazing panels 
and the instrument panel.

Bend the two hinge bands 112 to shape as 
shown, place the hinges 111 between them, and 
slip the hinge pin 113 through both hinges.

Fit the hinges 111 in the slots of the rear wall 89. 
Glue the hinge bands 112 to the doors, and the 
hinges to the rear wall. Glue the escutcheon 114 
to the door, then bend the handle 116 to shape 
and insert it in the hole.
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Front tables 

Glue the seat squab 118 to the front section 119 and the 
bottom section 117. Bend the side panel 120 inwards slightly 
along the engraved lines. Fit the seat squabs in the side 
panels. Insert the backrest 121 and the backrest side fairings 
122. Add the second side panel, and glue all the parts 
together.

Cut the seat column 126 to a length of 35 mm. Fit the 
footrest 125 on the column, and glue the parts together. Fit 
the plate 124 on the pillar, and glue it in place 25 mm below 
the seat bottom.

Paint the seat, and insert it in the hole in the forward 
deckhouse floor.

Assemble the four rear seats in the same manner as the 
front seat.

Insert the seat pillars in the holes, set them to a height of 13 
mm above the floor, and glue them in place.
Glue together parts 135, 137, 138 and 139 to form the two 
rear tables, then glue them in the slots in the floor.

Glue the front tables to the wheelhouse frame and the 
partition and side walls.
Don't glue them to the floor!
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Glue the two inner mast sections 141 to one 
outer section 142, cut away the connecting lugs 
as shown, then glue the other outer section 142 
on top.

Thread the cables for the LEDs through the 
mast, and glue the spreaders 143 in place. Glue 
the locating pin 147 in the mast; it is used later to 
secure the roof. Glue together parts 144 - 146 to 
form the GPS unit. Round off the outside edges 
of the discs 144 - 145.

Assemble the rings 148 and lenses 149 to form 
the lamp housings. If you prefer coloured lenses, 
they can be tinted using modelling paints. (Fig. 
27). Fit the lamp housings over the 3mm LEDs, 
and glue them in place.

Repeat the procedure to make the side, 
masthead, stern and panoramic lamps. The 
appropriate areas can be rendered opaque with 
black paint.

Paint the mast, and glue it to the roof on the 
inside using the locating pin 147 for strength.

Cut the roof railing to length, bend it to follow the 
shape of sheet 2, and solder these parts 
together.

Paint the railing white before gluing it to the roof.

Glue the aerial rods 155 in the aerial bases 154, 
paint them white, and glue two of them in the 
rear roof. The third one is glued in the left-hand 
side roof 101.

Bend the handrail 158 and the rails 159 to follow 
the shape formed by the slots in the deck for the 
railing stanchions 156, and fit it on the 
stanchions. Form loops in the front end of the 
handrails, curving back to the stanchions as 
shown.

Fit the bases 157 on the bottom end of the 
railing stanchions. Paint them white, and glue 
them to the deck.

Rear tables
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Glue the seat squab 118 to the front section 119 and the 
bottom section 117. Bend the side panel 120 inwards slightly 
along the engraved lines. Fit the seat squabs in the side 
panels. Insert the backrest 121 and the backrest side fairings 
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together.

Cut the seat column 126 to a length of 35 mm. Fit the 
footrest 125 on the column, and glue the parts together. Fit 
the plate 124 on the pillar, and glue it in place 25 mm below 
the seat bottom.

Paint the seat, and insert it in the hole in the forward 
deckhouse floor.

Assemble the four rear seats in the same manner as the 
front seat.

Insert the seat pillars in the holes, set them to a height of 13 
mm above the floor, and glue them in place.
Glue together parts 135, 137, 138 and 139 to form the two 
rear tables, then glue them in the slots in the floor.

Glue the front tables to the wheelhouse frame and the 
partition and side walls.
Don't glue them to the floor!
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Glue the two inner mast sections 141 to one 
outer section 142, cut away the connecting lugs 
as shown, then glue the other outer section 142 
on top.

Thread the cables for the LEDs through the 
mast, and glue the spreaders 143 in place. Glue 
the locating pin 147 in the mast; it is used later to 
secure the roof. Glue together parts 144 - 146 to 
form the GPS unit. Round off the outside edges 
of the discs 144 - 145.

Assemble the rings 148 and lenses 149 to form 
the lamp housings. If you prefer coloured lenses, 
they can be tinted using modelling paints. (Fig. 
27). Fit the lamp housings over the 3mm LEDs, 
and glue them in place.

Repeat the procedure to make the side, 
masthead, stern and panoramic lamps. The 
appropriate areas can be rendered opaque with 
black paint.

Paint the mast, and glue it to the roof on the 
inside using the locating pin 147 for strength.

Cut the roof railing to length, bend it to follow the 
shape of sheet 2, and solder these parts 
together.

Paint the railing white before gluing it to the roof.

Glue the aerial rods 155 in the aerial bases 154, 
paint them white, and glue two of them in the 
rear roof. The third one is glued in the left-hand 
side roof 101.

Bend the handrail 158 and the rails 159 to follow 
the shape formed by the slots in the deck for the 
railing stanchions 156, and fit it on the 
stanchions. Form loops in the front end of the 
handrails, curving back to the stanchions as 
shown.

Fit the bases 157 on the bottom end of the 
railing stanchions. Paint them white, and glue 
them to the deck.
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Complete the wheelhouse with the 
handrails 160 - 161.

Apply a strip of adhesive tape over the front 
of the PILOT name placard to hold the 
letters in position, then remove the letters 
from the etched parts sheet.

Apply a little contact cement or canopy glue 
to the rear face of all the letters, then stick 
the name placard to the side of the 
deckhouse as shown. Allow the glue to set 
hard before cautiously peeling off the 
adhesive tape. Important: do not use 
cyano-acrylate!

Attach the two radar flanges 162 to the 
tube 163, and glue this assembly to the 
underside of the radar unit. Paint the radar 
unit before gluing it over the hole in the 
right-hand side roof panel 101.

Assemble the searchlight 165 as described 
in the separate instructions, and glue it over 
the hole in the roof.

Assemble the screen wipers 166, and glue 
them to the front windows. The wiper 
blades can be rotated to the position you 
prefer.

Glue the lifebelt to the rear wall of the 
wheelhouse or the stern railing.

A rubber band can be connected between 
the hook of frame 3 and the hook of the 
partition in order to hold the deckhouse in 
place.

      

Etched parts The illustration shows the rear face 
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Each LED should be wired individually to a series resistor (see diagram below), as this ensures long, reliable 
operation of the LEDs, as well as simplifying the circuit.

Cut down the LED terminal pins to a length of about 8 mm, leaving the longer pin of each pair slightly longer; these 
are the positive (+) terminals. Solder the thin braided wire - or, better, lacquered copper wire - to the pins.

Thread the pairs of wires through the holes in the mast, and test each LED separately before soldering the series 
resistors in the circuit downstream of the switches. It is advisable to install a fuse rated at max. 2 A in the battery 
circuit.

The circuit shown is only a suggestion.

The lighting system components are not included in the kit.
1. Panoramic light, flashing light, yellow
2. Running light
3. Panoramic light, pilot
4. Panoramic light, mooring light
5. Panoramic light, flasher, blue
6. Searchlight
7. Bow searchlight
8. Battery, 4.8 - 6 V
9. Switch
10. Distributor + and –, 11 series resistors
12. Fuse, max. 2 A

Resistors for coloured LEDs: 
              6,0V                  7,4V           
Blue 120 Ohm           220 Ohm 
Green 120 Ohm           220 Ohm
Red 220 Ohm           270 Ohm
Withe 120 Ohm           220 Ohm
Yellow 220 Ohm           270 Ohm
Resistors for lamps 7     33 Ohm

The seven switches (10) can be replaced by electronic switching modules. This requires no changes to the model's 
wiring arrangement.

We wish you many hours of pleasure building the model, and “working the boat on the water” - by day and by night.

The aero-naut Modellbau team
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operation of the LEDs, as well as simplifying the circuit.

Cut down the LED terminal pins to a length of about 8 mm, leaving the longer pin of each pair slightly longer; these 
are the positive (+) terminals. Solder the thin braided wire - or, better, lacquered copper wire - to the pins.

Thread the pairs of wires through the holes in the mast, and test each LED separately before soldering the series 
resistors in the circuit downstream of the switches. It is advisable to install a fuse rated at max. 2 A in the battery 
circuit.

The circuit shown is only a suggestion.
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N° Description Quant. Matière Feuille Dimensions

0 Chantier de construction 13mm Depron

1 Couple 11,5mm ABS 2

2 Couple 11,5mm ABS 2

3 Couple 11,5mm ABS 3

4 Couple 11,5mm ABS 3

5 Couple 11,5mm ABS 3

5,1 Couple 21,5mm ABS 3

6 Couple 11,5mm ABS 2

7 Couple 11,5mm ABS 3

8 Couple 11,5mm ABS 2

9 Quille 11,5mm ABS 4

10 Raidisseur de coque 21,5mm ABS 5

11 Raidisseur de pont 21,5mm ABS 4

12 Couple inf. tableau 11,5mm ABS 4

13 Couple sup. tableau 11,0mm ABS 4

14 Côté coque 21,0mm ABS 6

15 Fond coque 21,0mm ABS 7

16 Bas tableau 11,0mm ABS 7

17 Tableau 11,0mm ABS 7

18 Axe 2Pièce finie 7154/30

19 Support d'axe 21,5mm ABS 2

20 Coupleur d'axe 2,3/3mm 2Pièce finie 7034/19

21 Moteur 2Non inclus Art N°7000/40

22 Avant support 13mm CTP 10

23 Arrière support 13mm CTP 10

24 Côté support 23mm CTP 10

25 Raidisseur 2Baguette pin 5*5*314mm

26 Coin de retenue 43mm CTP 10

27 Support de pont arrière 2Profilé ABS 3*3*340mm

28 Support de pont central 2Profilé ABS 3*3*170mm

29 Support de pont avant 2Profilé ABS 3*3*123mm

30 Support batterie 11,5mm ABS 2

31 Support servo 11,5mm ABS 3

32 Tube de gouvernail 2Pièce finie Dans 7024/10

33 Gouvernail 2Pièce finie Dans 7024/10

34 Guignol simple 1Pièce finie 7492/11

No. Description Quant. Material Sheet Dimensions

59 Searchlight lens 2 1.0 mm VIVAK 11

60 Step tread 1 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

61 Step tread 3 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

62 Railing stanchion 8 1.5 x 80 mm NS wire Overlength

63 Handrail 2 1.5 x 230 mm NS wire Overlength, bend to shape

64 Step side rail 2 1.5 mm ABS 2

64.1 Step side rail 2 1.5 mm ABS 2

65 Step tread 6 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

66 Platform 2 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

67 Handrail 4 1.5 x 195 mm NS wire Overlength, bend to shape

68 Bollard cover 12 1.0 mm ABS 9

69 Bollard post 12 20 x 4.0 x 3.0 mm Plastic tube

70 Bollard base 6 1.0 mm ABS 9

71 Weather shield vertical frame 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

72 Weather shield horizontal frame 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

73 Weather shield front centre 1 1.0 mm ABS 9 Engraved bend line

74 Weather shield front top 1 1.0 mm ABS 9 Engraved bend line

75 Weather shield front side 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

76 Weather shield side 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

77 Weather shield top side 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

78 Handrail 2 1.5 x 55 mm NS wire Overlength, bend to shape

79 Instrument panel 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

80 Instrument panel in-fill piece 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

81 Instrument panel fairing 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

82 Instrument panel bezel 1 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

83 Instrument decal sheet 1 Decal sheet

84 Front / rear floor panel 2 1.5 mm ABS 5

85 Retaining lug 8 1.5 mm ABS 5

86 Deckhouse frame 1 1.5 mm ABS 5

87 Screw 8 2.2 x 6.5 mm 7768/21 (8 required)

88 Deckhouse partition 1 1.5 mm ABS 5

89 Deckhouse rear wall 1 1.5 mm ABS 5

90 Deckhouse side wall 2 1.5 mm ABS 4

91 Deckhouse front centre 1 1.0 mm ABS 2

92 Deck house front side 2 1.0 mm ABS 2 Engraved

93 Reinforcement 2 1.5 mm ABS 5

94 Front centre window 1 1.0 mm ABS 9 Engraved bend line

95 Front side window 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

96 Centre cover panel 1 1.0 mm ABS 9 Engraved bend line

97 Side cover panel 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

98 Roof frame 1 1.5 mm ABS 4

99 Roof 1 1.5 mm ABS 5

100 Upper side window 2 1.5 mm ABS 4

101 Side roof 2 1.5 mm ABS 4

102 Side top 2 1.5 mm ABS 4 Two-part, engraved

103 Roof 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

104 Front skylight 1 1.5 mm ABS 4 Three-part, engraved

105 Front side skylight 2 1.5 mm ABS 4

106 Lamp bracket bottom 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

107 Lamp bracket inside panel 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

108 Lamp bracket rear panel 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

109 Hatch cover 1 1.5 mm ABS 4

110 Door 1 1.5 mm ABS 3

111 Door hinge 4 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

112 Hinge band 2 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

113 Hinge pin 1 1.5 x 55 mm NS wire Overlength, bend to shape

114 Door handle escutcheon 2 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

56 Lamp support reflector 2 Ready made

57 LED, 5 mm 2 Ready made

58 Lamp support cover 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

115 Door 1 1.5 mm ABS 3

116 Door handle 2 1.5 x 20 mm NS wire Overlength, bend to shape

117 Seat bottom 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

118 Seat squab 1 1.0 mm ABS 9



N° Description Quant. Matière Feuille Dimensions

0 Chantier de construction 13mm Depron

1 Couple 11,5mm ABS 2

2 Couple 11,5mm ABS 2

3 Couple 11,5mm ABS 3

4 Couple 11,5mm ABS 3

5 Couple 11,5mm ABS 3

5,1 Couple 21,5mm ABS 3

6 Couple 11,5mm ABS 2

7 Couple 11,5mm ABS 3

8 Couple 11,5mm ABS 2

9 Quille 11,5mm ABS 4

10 Raidisseur de coque 21,5mm ABS 5

11 Raidisseur de pont 21,5mm ABS 4

12 Couple inf. tableau 11,5mm ABS 4

13 Couple sup. tableau 11,0mm ABS 4

14 Côté coque 21,0mm ABS 6

15 Fond coque 21,0mm ABS 7

16 Bas tableau 11,0mm ABS 7

17 Tableau 11,0mm ABS 7

18 Axe 2Pièce finie 7154/30

19 Support d'axe 21,5mm ABS 2

20 Coupleur d'axe 2,3/3mm 2Pièce finie 7034/19

21 Moteur 2Non inclus Art N°7000/40

22 Avant support 13mm CTP 10

23 Arrière support 13mm CTP 10

24 Côté support 23mm CTP 10

25 Raidisseur 2Baguette pin 5*5*314mm

26 Coin de retenue 43mm CTP 10

27 Support de pont arrière 2Profilé ABS 3*3*340mm

28 Support de pont central 2Profilé ABS 3*3*170mm

29 Support de pont avant 2Profilé ABS 3*3*123mm

30 Support batterie 11,5mm ABS 2

31 Support servo 11,5mm ABS 3

32 Tube de gouvernail 2Pièce finie Dans 7024/10

33 Gouvernail 2Pièce finie Dans 7024/10

34 Guignol simple 1Pièce finie 7492/11

No. Description Quant. Material Sheet Dimensions

59 Searchlight lens 2 1.0 mm VIVAK 11

60 Step tread 1 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

61 Step tread 3 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

62 Railing stanchion 8 1.5 x 80 mm NS wire Overlength

63 Handrail 2 1.5 x 230 mm NS wire Overlength, bend to shape

64 Step side rail 2 1.5 mm ABS 2

64.1 Step side rail 2 1.5 mm ABS 2

65 Step tread 6 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

66 Platform 2 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

67 Handrail 4 1.5 x 195 mm NS wire Overlength, bend to shape

68 Bollard cover 12 1.0 mm ABS 9

69 Bollard post 12 20 x 4.0 x 3.0 mm Plastic tube

70 Bollard base 6 1.0 mm ABS 9

71 Weather shield vertical frame 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

72 Weather shield horizontal frame 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

73 Weather shield front centre 1 1.0 mm ABS 9 Engraved bend line

74 Weather shield front top 1 1.0 mm ABS 9 Engraved bend line

75 Weather shield front side 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

76 Weather shield side 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

77 Weather shield top side 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

78 Handrail 2 1.5 x 55 mm NS wire Overlength, bend to shape

79 Instrument panel 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

80 Instrument panel in-fill piece 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

81 Instrument panel fairing 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

82 Instrument panel bezel 1 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

83 Instrument decal sheet 1 Decal sheet

84 Front / rear floor panel 2 1.5 mm ABS 5

85 Retaining lug 8 1.5 mm ABS 5

86 Deckhouse frame 1 1.5 mm ABS 5

87 Screw 8 2.2 x 6.5 mm 7768/21 (8 required)

88 Deckhouse partition 1 1.5 mm ABS 5

89 Deckhouse rear wall 1 1.5 mm ABS 5

90 Deckhouse side wall 2 1.5 mm ABS 4

91 Deckhouse front centre 1 1.0 mm ABS 2

92 Deck house front side 2 1.0 mm ABS 2 Engraved

93 Reinforcement 2 1.5 mm ABS 5

94 Front centre window 1 1.0 mm ABS 9 Engraved bend line

95 Front side window 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

96 Centre cover panel 1 1.0 mm ABS 9 Engraved bend line

97 Side cover panel 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

98 Roof frame 1 1.5 mm ABS 4

99 Roof 1 1.5 mm ABS 5

100 Upper side window 2 1.5 mm ABS 4

101 Side roof 2 1.5 mm ABS 4

102 Side top 2 1.5 mm ABS 4 Two-part, engraved

103 Roof 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

104 Front skylight 1 1.5 mm ABS 4 Three-part, engraved

105 Front side skylight 2 1.5 mm ABS 4

106 Lamp bracket bottom 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

107 Lamp bracket inside panel 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

108 Lamp bracket rear panel 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

109 Hatch cover 1 1.5 mm ABS 4

110 Door 1 1.5 mm ABS 3

111 Door hinge 4 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

112 Hinge band 2 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

113 Hinge pin 1 1.5 x 55 mm NS wire Overlength, bend to shape

114 Door handle escutcheon 2 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

56 Lamp support reflector 2 Ready made

57 LED, 5 mm 2 Ready made

58 Lamp support cover 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

115 Door 1 1.5 mm ABS 3

116 Door handle 2 1.5 x 20 mm NS wire Overlength, bend to shape

117 Seat bottom 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

118 Seat squab 1 1.0 mm ABS 9
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20 mm searchlight
Order No. 566720

The searchlight swivels and tilts, and its articulation can be controlled by 
mini-servos. The LED must be fitted with a series resistor!

Bend the sides of part 1 through 90° as shown. Insert the sides 2 and solder 
the box joints on the inside. Pass the tube 4 through the box and the top 
cover 3. Align the cover carefully before soldering it to the box from the 
underside.

Solder the 1.5 mm brass rod 7 in the holes in the bracket arms 6 and 8, then 
cut down the rods to a maximum length of 2 mm on the side with the etched-
in grooves. Sand or file it back flush with the bracket arms 6 and 8. Solder 
the tubes 4 and 5 in the centre of parts 6 and 8. The tubes should project at 
the top, but by no more than 1 mm. Glue the two tilt bushes 10 centrally to 
the searchlight housing 9 using cyano. Drill 1.5 mm holes through the plastic 
tube, then remove the drilling burr on the inside.

Fit the LED 14 in the reflector 15. Cut down the terminal pins attached to the 
LED to a length of 7 - 8 mm, then solder the wires to the LED terminals, and 
insulate the soldered joints. Bend the wires over at the reflector. Drill a 2 mm 
Ø hole in the centre of the bottom of the searchlight housing for the wires to 
pass through; the hole should be located behind the bracket 6. Pass the 
cables through the hole and insert the reflector. Peel off the inner protective 
film from the lens 16, and press the lens into place.

Complete the rear cover 11 by fitting the handles 12. Insert the rear cover in 
the searchlight, and glue the latches 13 to the cover and the searchlight. 
Bend the swivel and tilt brackets 6 / 8 through about 45° in the direction of 
the grooves. Slide the tubes into each other, and allow the shafts to snap 
into the tilt bushes 10. It should now be possible to tilt the searchlight by 
moving the inner tube. Fit the tube through the box.

The searchlight can now be painted. Remove the protective film from the 
lamp lens when the paint is dry. You will find two etched 1.0 mm holes on 
either side of the rear cover 11 which are intended to help when replacing 
the LED. If a repair is needed, drill out the holes and push a length of wire 
through them to push out the reflector and lens.

Parts List for the searchlight, Order No. 566720
Part 4 774041 Brass tube, 4.0 x 0.45 x 40 mm
Part 5 774031 Brass tube, 3.0 x 0.45 x 60 mm
Part 7 773215 Brass tube, 1.5 x 20 mm
Part 9 772849 ASA tube, 20.0 x 18.0 x 20.0 mm
Part 14 5.0 mm LED
Part 15 Reflector
Part 16 Lens VIVAK 18.0 Ø x 1.0 mm

Specification
Voltage 5 V, only with 75 Ohm series resistor
 6 V only with 120 Ohm series resistor
 12 V only 430 Ohm series resistor
Length 27 mm
Width 22 mm
Height 45 mm
Swivel range 360°
Tilt range +/-15° max.

All of us in the aero-naut Modellbau team hope you have loads of pleasure building this model.

No. Description Quant. Material Sheet Dimensions

119 Seat front section 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

120 Seat side section 2 1.0 mm ABS 9 Two-part, engraved

121 Seat backrest 1 1.0 mm ABS 9 Two-part, engraved

122 Seat backrest side fairing 1 1.0 mm ABS 9 Two-part, engraved

123 Seat top cover 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

124 Seat floor plate 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

125 Seat footrest 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

126 Seat column 1 4.0 x 35 mm Dowel

127 Seat bottom 4 1.0 mm ABS 9

128 Seat squab 4 1.0 mm ABS 9

129 Seat front 4 1.0 mm ABS 9

130 Seat side 8 1.0 mm ABS 9 Two-part, engraved

131 Seat backrest 4 1.0 mm ABS 9 Two-part, engraved

132 Seat backrest fairing 4 1.0 mm ABS 9 Two-part, engraved

133 Seat top cover 4 1.0 mm ABS 9

134 Seat column 8 4.0 x 20 mm Dowel

135 Rear table side panel 4 1.0 mm ABS 9

136 Front table side panel 4 1.0 mm ABS 9

137 Table rear panel 4 1.0 mm ABS 9

138 Table front panel 4 1.0 mm ABS 9

139 Rear table top 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

140 Front table top 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

141 Inner mast section 2 1.5 mm ABS 3

142 Outer mast section 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

143 Spreader 2 1.5 mm ABS 3

144 GPS top section 1 1.5 mm ABS 3

145 GPS centre section 2 1.5 mm ABS 3

146 GPS column 1 3 x 23 mm Dowel

147 Mast locating pin 1 3 x 8 mm Dowel

148 Lamp bottom section 9 1.5 mm ABS 3

149 Lamp cover 9 1.5 mm ABS 3

150 Clear lamp lens 9 5.0 mm Plexiglas Ready made

151 Roof railing stanchion 3 1.5 x 40 mm Nickel-silver wire

152 Roof handrail, side 2 1.5 x 160 mm Nickel-silver wire

153 Roof handrail, rear 1 1.5 x 165 mm Nickel-silver wire

154 Aerial base 3 2 x 1 x 30 mm Plastic tube 

155 Rod aerial 3 1 x 100mm Brass wire, overlength

156 Stern railing stanchion 8 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

157 Stanchion base 8 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

158 Handrail 1 1.2 x 500 mm Brass wire, overlength

159 Rail 2 0.8 x 500 mm Brass wire, overlength

160 Handrail stanchion 12 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

161 Handrail 2 1.2 x 250 mm Brass wire, overlength

162 Radar flange 2 1.5 mm ABS 3

163 Radar connecting tube 1 5 x 3 x 7 mm ABS tube

164 Radar unit 1 Ready made 5686/01

165 Searchlight 1 Ready made 5667/20

166 Screen wiper 3 0.5mm nickel-silver Etched, two-part

167 Horn 1 Ready made 5682/31

Metal wire Length for part Nos.

0.8 mm brass wire 1m 159

1.0 mm brass wire 0.33 m 155

1.2 mm brass wire 1 m 158,161

1.5 mm nickel-silver wire 3 m 62,63,67,78, 113,116, ,151,152,153,

Rubber rubbing strake (optional) 2 m Not included
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20 mm searchlight
Order No. 566720

The searchlight swivels and tilts, and its articulation can be controlled by 
mini-servos. The LED must be fitted with a series resistor!

Bend the sides of part 1 through 90° as shown. Insert the sides 2 and solder 
the box joints on the inside. Pass the tube 4 through the box and the top 
cover 3. Align the cover carefully before soldering it to the box from the 
underside.

Solder the 1.5 mm brass rod 7 in the holes in the bracket arms 6 and 8, then 
cut down the rods to a maximum length of 2 mm on the side with the etched-
in grooves. Sand or file it back flush with the bracket arms 6 and 8. Solder 
the tubes 4 and 5 in the centre of parts 6 and 8. The tubes should project at 
the top, but by no more than 1 mm. Glue the two tilt bushes 10 centrally to 
the searchlight housing 9 using cyano. Drill 1.5 mm holes through the plastic 
tube, then remove the drilling burr on the inside.

Fit the LED 14 in the reflector 15. Cut down the terminal pins attached to the 
LED to a length of 7 - 8 mm, then solder the wires to the LED terminals, and 
insulate the soldered joints. Bend the wires over at the reflector. Drill a 2 mm 
Ø hole in the centre of the bottom of the searchlight housing for the wires to 
pass through; the hole should be located behind the bracket 6. Pass the 
cables through the hole and insert the reflector. Peel off the inner protective 
film from the lens 16, and press the lens into place.

Complete the rear cover 11 by fitting the handles 12. Insert the rear cover in 
the searchlight, and glue the latches 13 to the cover and the searchlight. 
Bend the swivel and tilt brackets 6 / 8 through about 45° in the direction of 
the grooves. Slide the tubes into each other, and allow the shafts to snap 
into the tilt bushes 10. It should now be possible to tilt the searchlight by 
moving the inner tube. Fit the tube through the box.

The searchlight can now be painted. Remove the protective film from the 
lamp lens when the paint is dry. You will find two etched 1.0 mm holes on 
either side of the rear cover 11 which are intended to help when replacing 
the LED. If a repair is needed, drill out the holes and push a length of wire 
through them to push out the reflector and lens.

Parts List for the searchlight, Order No. 566720
Part 4 774041 Brass tube, 4.0 x 0.45 x 40 mm
Part 5 774031 Brass tube, 3.0 x 0.45 x 60 mm
Part 7 773215 Brass tube, 1.5 x 20 mm
Part 9 772849 ASA tube, 20.0 x 18.0 x 20.0 mm
Part 14 5.0 mm LED
Part 15 Reflector
Part 16 Lens VIVAK 18.0 Ø x 1.0 mm

Specification
Voltage 5 V, only with 75 Ohm series resistor
 6 V only with 120 Ohm series resistor
 12 V only 430 Ohm series resistor
Length 27 mm
Width 22 mm
Height 45 mm
Swivel range 360°
Tilt range +/-15° max.

All of us in the aero-naut Modellbau team hope you have loads of pleasure building this model.

No. Description Quant. Material Sheet Dimensions

119 Seat front section 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

120 Seat side section 2 1.0 mm ABS 9 Two-part, engraved

121 Seat backrest 1 1.0 mm ABS 9 Two-part, engraved

122 Seat backrest side fairing 1 1.0 mm ABS 9 Two-part, engraved

123 Seat top cover 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

124 Seat floor plate 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

125 Seat footrest 1 1.0 mm ABS 9

126 Seat column 1 4.0 x 35 mm Dowel

127 Seat bottom 4 1.0 mm ABS 9

128 Seat squab 4 1.0 mm ABS 9

129 Seat front 4 1.0 mm ABS 9

130 Seat side 8 1.0 mm ABS 9 Two-part, engraved

131 Seat backrest 4 1.0 mm ABS 9 Two-part, engraved

132 Seat backrest fairing 4 1.0 mm ABS 9 Two-part, engraved

133 Seat top cover 4 1.0 mm ABS 9

134 Seat column 8 4.0 x 20 mm Dowel

135 Rear table side panel 4 1.0 mm ABS 9

136 Front table side panel 4 1.0 mm ABS 9

137 Table rear panel 4 1.0 mm ABS 9

138 Table front panel 4 1.0 mm ABS 9

139 Rear table top 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

140 Front table top 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

141 Inner mast section 2 1.5 mm ABS 3

142 Outer mast section 2 1.0 mm ABS 9

143 Spreader 2 1.5 mm ABS 3

144 GPS top section 1 1.5 mm ABS 3

145 GPS centre section 2 1.5 mm ABS 3

146 GPS column 1 3 x 23 mm Dowel

147 Mast locating pin 1 3 x 8 mm Dowel

148 Lamp bottom section 9 1.5 mm ABS 3

149 Lamp cover 9 1.5 mm ABS 3

150 Clear lamp lens 9 5.0 mm Plexiglas Ready made

151 Roof railing stanchion 3 1.5 x 40 mm Nickel-silver wire

152 Roof handrail, side 2 1.5 x 160 mm Nickel-silver wire

153 Roof handrail, rear 1 1.5 x 165 mm Nickel-silver wire

154 Aerial base 3 2 x 1 x 30 mm Plastic tube 

155 Rod aerial 3 1 x 100mm Brass wire, overlength

156 Stern railing stanchion 8 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

157 Stanchion base 8 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

158 Handrail 1 1.2 x 500 mm Brass wire, overlength

159 Rail 2 0.8 x 500 mm Brass wire, overlength

160 Handrail stanchion 12 0.5 mm nickel-silver Etched

161 Handrail 2 1.2 x 250 mm Brass wire, overlength

162 Radar flange 2 1.5 mm ABS 3

163 Radar connecting tube 1 5 x 3 x 7 mm ABS tube

164 Radar unit 1 Ready made 5686/01

165 Searchlight 1 Ready made 5667/20

166 Screen wiper 3 0.5mm nickel-silver Etched, two-part

167 Horn 1 Ready made 5682/31

Metal wire Length for part Nos.

0.8 mm brass wire 1m 159

1.0 mm brass wire 0.33 m 155

1.2 mm brass wire 1 m 158,161

1.5 mm nickel-silver wire 3 m 62,63,67,78, 113,116, ,151,152,153,

Rubber rubbing strake (optional) 2 m Not included
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Other models in our range

and there are plenty more at www.aero-naut.com

Alex 3047/00

Jenny 3055/00

Victoria 3082/00

Bellissima 3012/00
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